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News from the Headteacher

I

n addition to my weekly blog and daily walks through classrooms and corridors,
I’m going to share what has inspired me in recent months.

Last year we bid successfully for British Council Comenius Regio Funding to explore
common objectives that support our strategic goals. Working with Newton Abbot
College and Tavistock College locally and Bergsjö Skola, Bromangymnasiet, Umeå
University in Sweden, we have set up a long term project to provide students and
colleagues with a greater understanding of similarities and differences within the
European community, especially in the educational approaches to employability and
encouraging further study (including study abroad).
1: To share successful practice for raising aspirations in post school options and also
inclusion; preparing those at risk of under-performing for work or further study,
building confidence and resilience.

Sharon Davidson (DHSB) with
Helen Salmon (Tavistock College)

2: To share expertise in developing the culture of parental engagement to support
young people’s learning; looking at the role of Independent Advice and Guidance (IAG) in motivating learners.
3: To explore greater use of social media and technology in the classroom e.g. exploring the development of the culture of
schools’ virtual learning environments and social media.
4: Working within the countries’ developing accountability frameworks to explore the tensions and opportunities in the
measurement of progress and developing a culture of innovation in the classroom;
5: To share further development of post-16 learning relationships, involving students in the design and delivery of their
learning and the learning of younger pupils.
6: To model successful strategies for influencing culture change; a leadership study.
We are in a strong position to share progress against the objectives. For example, I’m looking forward to introducing
‘Thinkspace’ whose work seems to exemplify and cut across most of the stated areas of focus above.
A published research paper is the intended outcome, and eight colleagues from DHSB will have the opportunity to travel and
engage with European and local partners. The response following my briefing to staff was overwhelming.
But what impact will these trips have on your sons and daughters? Their teachers will contribute to refining and innovating
DHSB policy and practice. They will also be stimulated by the best kind of professional development that exists; time to
think, meet new people, reflect and visit different educational settings.
In short, there is a creative spark in such mobility that benefits everyone. In terms of our education system and system
leadership, there is a pressing need for teachers to look up from the here and now in order to engage with there and then.
Kieran Earley
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World Challenge

O

ur trip started a year ago when we first signed our names on the school letter, but for me, my journey started a year before
that. I had met a group of young adults at Heathrow wearing World Challenge shirts; I started to talk to them and my eyes
were opened to an amazing opportunity. From that point I knew that I wanted to make my own World Challenge.
Leading up to the trip we had a very wet training weekend, team building and fund raising. We packed bags at supermarkets and
managed to raise some money including foreign currency, blazer buttons and a battery.
We set off on 22 July in a minibus to Heathrow, on this day the tradition of singing in all modes of transport was born, for better or
for worse! After a somewhat gruelling journey, though definitely not the worst for the coming month, we arrived at the airport.
Upon entering Terminal 3 we collected a total of $18,000 in healthy sized stacks of notes, and thoughts of escaping to a far off
country crossed many of our minds!
Our transit flight was hectic with a very short amount of time to run through Cairo airport; but we arrived in good order in Kenya.
Now in the country we began to feel fully immersed in the trip. On our first day we made an unscheduled stop at the Great Rift
Valley; which was definitely an experience for us! We experienced our first sighting of a giraffe within our second day. Already, the
trip was packed with new experiences. The next morning we had porridge and honey for breakfast, a mundane but nutritious
breakfast we would continue for the next four weeks. We learned to cook chapatti and ugali which was delicious and not so
delicious respectively. We relaxed that afternoon with a hippo tour, and much to our delight we saw giraffes and families of hippos
close up and saw fish eagles hunting! The following days were our acclimatisation treks at Hell’s Gate National Park and the steep
Mount Longonout. We were able to visit a Masai village and enjoyed traditional Masai dance and singing! A very cultural experience
for our newly fledged team! Our week long stay in Kenya was finished off with a Safari, where we saw and were able to witness the
scene in David Attenborough’s Africa of two giraffes fighting.
Now into Uganda we were on our second leg of our 12 hour travel, the bus journey was full of off
-key yet enjoyable singing and waving at the locals from our bus! A very memorable experience
especially with all those welcoming grins and friendly waves from the children and adults alike.
When we arrived at our project phase at Mbigi Primary School we were swamped by cheering
children who ran out to meet us, all 700 children surrounded our two minibuses! We spent the
rest of the day getting to know as many children as we could by playing duck duck goose and kicking freshly pumped up balls around. Our first working day saw a couple of blisters and sore
muscles from churning cement in 40 minute shifts. We carried jerry cans from the water pumps
to mix into the cement first thing in the morning which was a very tiring ‘warm up’! We learned
to be very conservative with water and managed to wash half the team with 15L of water, which
was a refreshing take on a ‘shower’. The next few days were filled with more sweat, water runs,
and cement mixing. The nights were full of toad catching and we even had the joys of a rain storm.
Before we left we got to attend a wedding that we were also invited to sing at. The song was our own rendition of Smash Mouth’s
All Star. After a week at the project, it was with great regret we had to leave. After saying our goodbyes and giving our gifts we
departed on another coach journey to the base of Mt Elgon.
Without knowing what to expect we started our five day trek on Mt Elgon, unfortunately with the
much missed company of two of our team members who were not able to go on the trek. The first
day saw us get soaked through as the mountain paths turned into muddy rivers. We arrived at
camp as it was getting dark and we were able to enjoy a warm meal by the fire. The second day
contained the first of many ants’ nest spottings, and many a bitten leg! We experienced very cold
weather during the nights and varying temperatures as we navigated the undulating incline. Peak day
saw us in high spirits as we all set off at a good pace. After two days of hard walking with the altitude making it hard to oxygenate our blood we made it to the peak.
And so began our final week in Africa. We made coffee
from beans, managed to get thrown into the Nile during
our white water rafting, and enjoyed a very relaxing two
days in Entebbe at a nice hotel. So much has happened I
can hardly fit it all in this article! With great sadness we left Africa on 22 August in our
newly bought attire. Despite our incredible trip, we all missed something at home, me
included. But we had time for one more sing along of course! I am sure that every single
team member thoroughly enjoyed their stay in Africa, with new memories of an amazing
jam packed month; we all wished we could stay for a little longer. I’d like to finish by
saying thank you to my 14 team mates, who without, this trip wouldn’t be anywhere near
as enjoyable. And I quote All Star (of course).
“You never know if you don’t go”. Kwaheri.
Adam Chow

Where are they now?
Stuart West

W

hat are you doing now?
I’m currently a Management Consultant for Deloitte UK, working predominantly with
public sector entities. I spend my time in the offices of our clients, supporting them in their
efforts to make business processes more efficient whilst improving the ‘customer’ experience
they offer. My days can differ drastically and have ranged from working throughout the night in
the Deloitte office on a multi-million pound central government bid, to hosting workshops at
the Serpentine Gallery in London explaining how they could go about planning upcoming
exhibitions more effectively.
What further qualifications if any did you pursue?
After my A levels, I studied Politics at Lancaster University with my second year spent abroad
at the University of California, Irvine. I obtained a first class honours degree and received the departmental prize for my
endeavours.
Were these essential?
For my current position at Deloitte, it was necessary that I had an undergraduate degree of grade 2:1 or higher. For many of
the top employers’ graduate programmes undergraduate degrees are required and this has become the norm for a large
proportion of school leavers. However, due to the changing higher education landscape (increased tuition fees and diverse
courses/providers) and the digitisation of the global economy, this norm might be reversed with apprenticeships revived and
IT/technical training expanding rapidly.
What advice would you give to someone joining DHSB in Year 7?
Be yourself and spend time doing what you are interested in. DHSB is a fantastic school, serving as a safe learning environment where academic success is celebrated. Don’t be afraid to contribute in class or ask ‘silly’ questions; you’ll often find that
many of your class mates wish to know the same answers, but may not have the confidence (or in some cases, the maturity)
to ask themselves. Also, keep yourself busy. Read a lot, play sport (rugby preferably) and try new things. Join clubs and get
involved – whether that be running for School Council representative or playing in a band. Don’t be afraid to compete against
others. There will always be someone bigger or better than you in the world, and thus not doing something because of this
fact is not an option. You could run the 100m sprint at sports day every year and lose every time, but if your ‘personal best’
improves each year, you are winning.
What words of wisdom would you give a Sixth Former leaving school?
Two things that you will probably have heard a lot; read the news and travel. I have found that ‘knowing what’s going on in
the world’ has opened so many doors for me. Speaking from a position of knowledge on a subject brings you far more
credibility, and gives the impression that you have a depth and maturity to you that others might not. When that subject is
‘the world’, you come across as an active citizen that is aware of the implications of day to day events. Even within my job
now, I am far more useful to my clients if I know the intricacies of their industry than if I know the textbook definitions of
consultancy terms. Travelling has brought me more happiness than anything else in life, and the corresponding stories, I
believe, have been hugely influential in securing the two jobs I have had. I went to France, Italy and Poland with DHSB, and
drove the width of the United States (from NYC to San Francisco) with three DHSB friends after our A levels. The planning
and logistics of the latter certainly looked good to my first employer, who subsequently sent me to Taiwan, Sri Lanka and
Indonesia to write country reports for The Times, Foreign Policy Magazine and Financial Times Deutschland. Living and
working in environments that bear no relation to your own serves as the perfect opportunity to develop cultural awareness
and social intelligence; arguably two necessary facets for success in today’s globalised world.
What have you learnt most about yourself?
It is amazing what the human body can achieve when you are motivated to do something. I have learned that if I want something enough, I am capable of achieving it. It might not be easy, and your body might collapse upon completion, but if you
want it enough you’ll probably get it.
Any surprising lessons learnt?
I am my own worst critic. I punish myself more than anyone else punishes me and therefore have to take that into account
when assessing my own performance.
Do you have a message for any of your old teachers?
Thank you so much. Mr Riggs, Mr MacLeod and Mrs Anstee made my A levels engaging, and I learnt to play rugby with Mr
Strang and Mr Burt. Finally, I think it is important to mention the huge role Mr Bowden had in shaping my year group’s DHSB
experience – teaching all of us how to behave and instilling life’s lessons. DHSB wouldn’t have been the same place without
him.

The Year 6 Challenge
he inaugural DHSB Challenge for Year 6 students has
taken place this year, and has been a huge success. We
recruited a team of six teaching and support staff across
several different departments, and asked each of them to
develop a challenge that could be completed over the
summer holidays prior to students starting at DHSB. The
challenges encompassed a broad range of activities and skills,
with the aim that every single student would feel able to
access and enjoy at least one of them.

T

Mr Head from the Art Department asked boys to devise,
photograph and e-mail to school their versions of the “Little
People Project” by the artist Slinkachu for his Creativity
Challenge; Mr Jones from IT support shared his love of
outdoor activities by asking boys to plan and carry out a
Dartmoor expedition and to interpret map symbols; and
finally Mrs Heighway asked the new Year 7 to research the
namesake of their House, and to present the research in an
innovative way.

The reality has been that some 70% of students have
attempted at least one of the challenges, with many
producing amazing evidence that they had far exceeded our
expectations by tackling almost all of the challenges.

This final challenge produced a huge range of work, from a
‘Who wants to be a millionaire?’ style computer game about
Winstanley, to board games.

Mrs Brown and Mrs Farnaby, from Technology and Science,
devised an Activity Challenge; effectively a “bucket list” of
activities to try for the first time, such as building an insect
house, following a cycle trail, or visiting somewhere you
haven’t been before.
Ms Moreton took a photographic walk around Stoke and
Devonport, with questions about styles of building, local
landmarks and uses of buildings, for her Architectural
Challenge, and Mr Martin (a Maths teacher as well as
Director of Transition) devised a fiendishly cunning set of
Cipher Challenges to be solved.

The team really enjoyed looking at all the work, and
presented certificates and prizes for the best efforts at the
Year 7 tea parties.
We hope that this challenge will continue to develop next
year, and may link in with the aims and of the DHSB Award
for older students, which will recognise and reward extra
curricular skills and achievements making DHSB students
even more prepared for university or employment.
Ms Moreton
Information, Advice and Guidance Co-ordinator

Toby McLuskie 7W

William Gardner 7C

Harry Richardson 7S

Dan Lowe 7P

Clare College Sports Camp

I

had the opportunity to go to Clare College at Cambridge
University along with 15 other students from DHSB and
DHSG. It was a sport focussed camp, with morning sessions
of rowing and then lectures, tours and entertainment for the
rest of the day.
The trip was a perfect balance between sport and academic
activities. I benefitted a lot from the excellent coaching and
learnt a lot of technique which helped me progress massively.
We not only had a number of rowing coaches to teach us,
but we also had a few undergraduates that accompanied us as
well. I found this was an added bonus to the trip as it meant
that we could ask questions about university life or subject
areas all the time and perhaps get a more ‘inside’ knowledge
of Cambridge than you could have got on an Open Day.

Overall, this trip was an eye opener for me and has been
beneficial in every way. It has not only inspired me to work
hard in my A levels and enabled me to know how to
approach them, but it has also given me a sample of what it
would be like to study at a place like Cambridge and this acts
as a motivation to work even harder these next few terms.
I adored every second of the rowing (however arduous it
was and exhausted I felt at the time) and the value of the
information about Cambridge University I have gained has
been invaluable. I believe everyone enjoyed the camp whole
heartedly and I think we all returned enriched, ebullient and
inspired.
Jade Bogart
DHSG

Visiting the city itself and touring the colleges was an aspect
that I really enjoyed too. As a whole I found the colleges
absolutely stunning; the gardens were enchanting, the
architecture was beautiful and it felt as if we were
permanently walking through a postcard. I admit this was
another aspect that started convincing me that I should try
and get a place here. It felt that everywhere you went, you
were surrounded by excellence and to be in such a place was
not only refreshing but invigorating.

M

y cricket umpiring day at Lords.

Creative Writing

It was such a fantastic day which started
by having breakfast in the long room
where I met all the players both amateurs and professionals; following breakfast I went to the private box allocated
to the umpires and scorers where we
were given our fixture schedule for the
day. The first game I umpired was very
eventful. I met Gladstone Small who was a great player who
played international cricket for England in the 80s, along with
Chris Cairns who was a New Zealand all-rounder, the game
started off at a frantic pace with Chris hitting four sixes off
the first over.
Later I got the chance to tour the ground, which was very
interesting. The most fascinating thing to see was the ashes
urn and the story behind it. I would recommend the Lords
tour to anyone who has a passion for cricket. After lunch I
got to umpire two more games where other professionals
such as Phil Defreitas and Chris Schofield played.
The day gave me a great insight into umpiring and my aim for
the future is to develop my skills and become a professional
umpire. I am looking forward to continuing further developing umpiring Plymouth Cricket Club colts games and the
occasional men’s teams.
Rhys Callicott

This poem is an example of the work produced at the
DHSB Creative Writing Club.
Lilies, BrokenA token of a spoken storm
Her nightdress, invitingly warm
But something inside so cold and deformed
Broke free from the comfort of norm
A large piece was missing
And now it was hissing
Defending the last of her ascending submission
A red hot condition, to defeat all petition
And come free of this overly polite rendition
He then saw the meaning
Of Emotional Cleaning
And with no need for any demeaning
He broke free from the fight,
Gained sight and light
And saw the importance of dreaming
Ignas van Rijckevorsel

Where are they now?
John Wright

I

f you took a Gap year, what did you learn about yourself and what did you do?
The day after finishing my A level exams I travelled around Europe for six weeks with six
other lads from DHSB using an InterRail pass, something that I recommend everyone does at
some point! I then spent several months working as a chef in Plymouth to save some money
before going travelling once more visiting a number of countries including Russia, Nepal, South
Africa and Cuba. It was a great experience and it made me really appreciate the simple things in
life, but also made me realise the huge variety of perspectives held by people all over the world.
What are you doing now?
I’m in my final year of my medical degree and I have been at King’s College London since 2008.
What qualifications did you pursue?
So apart from the medical degree I also have a Neuroscience BSc.
Were these essential?
If you want to be a doctor then a medical degree certainly is! A bachelor’s degree is becoming an essential qualification for
most walks of life now.
What advice would you give to someone joining DHSB in Year 7?
Joining DHSB is probably one of the best decisions you could have made. It’s a long way before you need to choose what you
would like to do in life, so I wouldn’t fret about that too much for now. My main advice is to join every group or club that
interests you and give everything a shot! Additionally make sure you get your work done, establishing a good work ethic now
will stand you in a great position when you do have to make the choices that count later down the line.
What words of wisdom would you give a sixth former leaving school?
This really depends. For those going into education - work hard; make sure you get at least a 2:1 degree and get some work
experience and ideally a part-time job in the area you are thinking of joining. It’s worth noting that the majority of people
have degrees now, it’s nothing special and so you need to make yourself stand out from the crowd. Remember that once you
have worked hard for your degree and you get a job in the area that you want then life will be much more easy and
enjoyable! For those not entering education then hard work will always get you to where you want to be. I know lots of
students that didn’t go to university but have worked hard at their jobs and become really successful.
What have you learnt most about yourself?
I used to get easily intimidated by the ‘end goal’ and pressure would often overwhelm me. I learnt to deal with that; short
term goals give much more satisfaction and much less pressure.
Any surprising lessons learnt?
Failure can be tough to deal with.

What I am Reading

W

hen the Taliban shot 14
year old Malala Yousafzai
in the head for campaigning for
the rights of girls to have an education in her native Pakistan, the
world soon realised they were
dealing with an extraordinary
young woman.
A year later and her autobiography graphically shows just how
extraordinary. This stunning
book, I am Malala, is not only a testament to her courage,
passion and persistence in the face of a murderous regime; it
is a love song to the beautiful Swat valley where she was

brought up and a tribute to the bravery of her devoted
father who stood with her against the rise of the Taliban.
The world Malala inhabited is so different to our own and
yet the message of the book is universal; the right to an
education and the right to freedom of thought. The suffering
of the people of Swat as described by Malala is almost
unbelievable but so is her determination to continue her
fight through the Malala Fund.
Malala once said ‘it’s vital those of us who can - do’.
I cannot think of a better reason to read this book, please
do! Be inspired! She has stated ‘I think [the Taliban] may be
regretting that they shot Malala’ I think she might be right!
Graham Macleod

A day in the life of...
Mrs Moore, Family Support Adviser

A

manda Moore, our Family Support Adviser, is an invaluable member of the DHSB staff.
She is available to help families on a wide range of issues and can be contacted either on
the school telephone 01752 208787 or at amanda.moore@dhsb.org. This is her day...
8.35

Arrive at the office and run across to C Block to talk to a Head of Year about some
on-going support for a student.

8.55

Back to my office and start making some calls to parents with replies to their
queries, a student has broken his leg so I need to e-mail all subject teachers for work
to send home so he can keep up to date while he isn’t in school.

9.30

A parent arrives in reception and asks to meet with me. We use the interview room
to talk.

10.00 Meeting with the Education Welfare Officer to discuss the whole school attendance; now I have letters to write!
11.15 It’s break time and a student has arrived in reception to see me because he needs to buy some rugby shorts before his
PE lesson after break, I grab the school shop keys and we head off to get him some.
12.00 I begin to check every class to see who is not in school today. I check the registers every day as I need to make sure
that every student is accounted for.
12.30 I take more phone calls: some attendance related following my texts, a WisePay log in problem, query about parents
evening, a lost PE kit, advice about the new leave of absence policy, and the free school meals criteria. I walk up to
Refuel for lunch and meet some colleagues to catch up with their news.
13.30 Our on-line booking system for Year 11 parent consultation evening has gone live and I begin making calls to parents
to book some appointments.
14.30 Off to a meeting with Mrs Weaver, our Special Needs Coordinator (SENCO) to discuss some on-going support for a
family.
15.45 It’s Get Ahead time, go and register the students, hand out the cups of hot chocolate and biscuits. Students work in
the LRC and I encourage our Sixth Form students to help the Year 7s with their homework.
16.15 Pop back in to my office to take a call, email back a parent. Send a text message to remind parents about an important
school event in the calendar before checking on the Get Ahead students.
17.00 Head home and collapse in a heap. My husband has already started the dinner; a great end to a chaotic day!
It’s Moroccan Hotpot, just in case you were wondering!

What’s On
Rehearsals are taking place for this year’s DHSB productions. You will not want to miss our
festive Christmas Concert in December or our two shows (Guys and Dolls, and Romeo and
Juliet) in the spring, so add these dates to your diary now. The box-office details will be
available soon (01752 208787).
Christmas Concert

Tuesday 10 December 7.00pm

Guys and Dolls

5 – 7 February 2014 7.30pm

Romeo and Juliet

26 – 28 March 2014 7.30pm

Sports News

L

loyd Jones’ career has taken another leap forward at
Liverpool since he left us in Year 10. Named as a first
team sub for the match against Fulham last season, the
management clearly have high hopes of our home-grown
centre back. Home on leave, Lloyd spoke to Year 10 in
their assembly and answered their questions.

Indoor Rowing
15 students from Years 7 - 10 were selected to attend an
indoor rowing master class; the sessions provided students
with an insight and working knowledge of start techniques,
race pace and stroke rate and general race strategies. All
students performed fantastically and were consequently
selected to represent the school in the forthcoming
Plymouth Schools Indoor Rowing Championships. This
event is always the curtain raiser for the Indoor Rowing
season. Some amazing results were achieved by a number of
boys securing their place in the squad for the South West
Championships but also the National Championships held in
London. All students’ performances contributed to the
squad’s achievements of winning male school and overall
school winners when combined with DHSG. Well done to
all team members!
We left the South West championships with a number of
individual medals and Plymouth representations in the
national finals. All but two of the boys achieved a personal
best at this event and special congratulations must go to
Tom James on gaining Silver and Jack Adams (on his debut)
achieving sixth place. All boys should be congratulated on
their achievements.

He gave his first, 1st XI shirt to DHSB as an inspiring
memento for the school. It will be framed for our sporting
hall of fame.
You can follow Lloyd on his Twitter account @lloydjones95

Year 7 Cricket Central Venue
The DHSB team were set 100 runs for victory by Heles
School and chased them down with two overs to spare. An
opening stand of 76 by Lawrence Lewandowski and Sam
Agnew got the team off to a tremendous start.
After this pair retired the school chipped away at the target
but also lost some wickets on the way before Lewandowski
went back into bat to score the winning run.

U13 Plymouth Schools Hockey

A tremendous performance and result.
Mr Orkney

Following the tremendous success of the unbeaten run
against Ivybridge, Plymstock and Heles the next tests came
against a strong Stoke Damerel team and a gutsy Lipson
team. The biggest test arrived first. Stoke were second
placed before the game hence this was a battle of the titans!
DHSB raced to a lead in the first few minutes giving us room
to breathe and relax a little. The game continued with some
excellent hockey from DHSB resulting in a 3 - 1 win. One
down one to go!
The final challenge was Lipson who are always gutsy and
hard to break down and keep down. DHSB continued where
they left off in the last game, playing some excellent hockey
and getting an early lead. That lead continued to extend until
the final whistle, final score DHSB 9 - Lipson1! What a team
performance from all squad members.
Ms Ricks

Where are they now?
John Readman

W

hat are you doing now?
I am now a Project Manager for Atlantic Language Services, a language agency (offering
Language Tuition, Translation and Interpreting) and volunteer BSAC Snorkel Instructor with Blue
Sound.
What route did you take to this point?
After studying Chemistry at Bristol, I found few jobs available which really appealed to me. I came
back to Plymouth and studied languages in my spare time, which led me to apply for a post at
Atlantic Languages - I have now been with the business for two years. Straight after university, to keep my options open and
to continue with my love of science, I volunteered at the Marine Biological Association and through them began to help out
with a Plymouth based community conservation charity called Blue Sound and have learnt a great deal more about the city
we call home.
Any significant crossroads?
At the end of university, I certainly felt that I had reached a crossroad, in the end I decided to pursue my other interests
rather than carry on and hope that an interesting job would turn up.
What is good about what your career offers you?
The variety. Most of my time is spent on the translation side of things, you never know what might turn up; a technical
manual for a boat, marketing for a French castle or even wedding vows! Being in a small business is also a welcome relief.
After having done placements and worked in large companies, the familiarity and understanding you get in a small business, in
my opinion, makes it a far better place in which to work.
Any fond memories of school you can share?
Surprisingly, it is the small things that I remember with most fondness. Christmas messages on the Biology lab white board,
chatting in the form/common room at lunch and that illuminating feeling on getting your head around a difficult idea.
Most challenging year whilst at DHSB?
Either Year 7 or 13. The move to secondary school is definitely a big change in terms of ethos and outlook and especially
challenging when you add in the change of school, teachers and friends. At the other end, Year 13 and the challenge of A2,
leaving school and deciding what to do next is very daunting, but can also be rather exciting.
Advice for students with us now?
I think the best advice I could give is to follow what you enjoy. You will always be that much more successful when you find
something fun, rather than just a task. This applies equally to subjects at school as it does to degrees or jobs.

Uganda Society for the
Protection and Care of Animals

Update from Kirsty
Vicky has now been operated on for the tumour, as well as
been neutered. She looks so much healthier, and I am told
she's doing well. The difference in her weight is incredible.

Rescue at Sipi Falls
During the World Challenge expedition Kirsty Walters
spent time in Uganda with a dog she named Vicky. Although
the dog had a personality, she was wild, skinny and had TVT.
Touched by the week she spent with Vicky, the first thing
Kirsty did on arrival back to England was to raise money and
arrange for her rescue and treatment, despite Vicky living in
the middle of nowhere in a very poor area!
I am so proud of her effort and it just goes to show how
one person can have an impact anywhere in the world.
Ms Croft

A day in the life of...
Mr Butcher, Assistant Headteacher

A

typical Wednesday starts around 8:00 and I find myself sorting out a location for a
video file from the Ashden website to be used by our Year 7 tutors in ten days time.
Ms Moreton our coordinator for the tutor material prefers working to this ten day period
as it gives the Head of House opportunities to discuss the material with their team of tutors,
who can then tweek it to suit their own individual styles and form needs, before the delivery
of the session.
8:15 sees the start of broadcasting from DHSB Radio. Our fledgling station can be heard in
Refuel, on the wired network, and through our wireless network. Groups of Year 9, 8 and 7
share the programme content and we will be expanding the number of shows this term. Pre
-recording and planning takes place every Tuesday in F110 from 12:50.
8:30 brings the weekly Head of House meeting chaired by our Deputy Head Mr Margetts, or
myself; a very important weekly opportunity for issues to be raised and shared and to coordinate the regular business of the school, such as assemblies and selection of the Student of
the Week Award.
8:55 is morning registration and this allows me to catch up with students that I need to see regarding work, effort, and
opportunities, such as taking part in an audit of water consumption ahead of the visit to Zimasa Community School in Cape
Town by Miss Croft and Mr Coombes. We were fortunate to be awarded a Connecting Classroom grant by the British
Council for a partnership with Zimasa, and Chaplin High School near Bulawayo in Zimbabwe. The two elements of the
project are collaborative work for both students and teachers in Maths and a focus of how the resource of water affects our
lives.
Period 1 is a regular 1-2-1 meeting with Ms Moreton, and we cover various aspects of our careers provision, the work of
Mrs Wall our Careers South West adviser, work shadowing and work experience placements. For the past year this has also
included discussions about our new DHSB Award, designed for students to showcase their talents outside of the classroom.
Period 2 sees my only teaching commitment of the day which involves my Year 11 ICT set. A group of students who have
made great progress since the start of the qualification in Year 10. Examination and controlled assessments are always
demanding as the students strive to be as successful as they can be but good humour and strong, trusting relationships underpin everything.
Break is taken in Refuel, as I supervise a large number of very hungry students. Our on-site catering has expanded with the
opening of Refuel 2 and Refuel 6, and everyone is served by 11:30 giving us ten minutes of relative quiet as tanks are refilled.
Period 3 is our regular assembly slot, be it whole school, year or house. Certainly a period of reflection in a busy week, plus
an opportunity to celebrate the various achievements of our students.
Over lunch I normally make myself available for a staff ‘TechMeet’ which involves helping colleagues use certain aspects of the
technology available to us. Since the start of term this has involved using the exam analysis from the exam board websites,
Pocket Cloud so that we can access SIMS through iPads and other devices, and the use of Google forms and script to set up
personalised e-mail feedback to students.
Period 4 means a 1-2-1 meeting with my line manager, Mr Margetts. Usually a very productive meeting, where we tend to
map out and review initiatives. These meetings work best as a two-way, shared process.
Period 5 is a regular IT Support meeting with colleagues Mr Lock and Mr Jones. This is often a mix of urgent, immediate
issues and longer term planning. DHSB has successfully undertaken three major projects in the last 18 months - the wireless
network, introduction of iPads, and the switch over to virtual servers. Also there will always be the routine matters of a
workstation not switching on, a printer not printing, or a projector not being as sharp as it should be. For each colleague
affected, their situation should take priority.
After having that important presence as our buses depart from 15:45, a Wednesday will normally end with me sorting out
other issues that have cropped up during the day and then writing that "to do list" for the following day...

Sports Day 2013

V

ery well done to two students who broke the school record in their event at Sports Day this year.

Lewis Andrews 9C took first place in the U13 200m (24.0s) and Tom Blackford took three seconds from the U14 1500m
record which had stood for nine years by finishing in 4:29.85s.
Both students proudly received their certificates and medals from our special guest, swimming coach Jon Rudd.
Rick Orkney, Director of Sport, said, “Sports Day was again a highly successful event with many students performing to a
high standard. Tom and Lewis’ achievements were the highlight of a great day of sport.”
During the presentation ceremony Jon Rudd said that Plymouth swimmer Ruta Meilutyte is the fastest swimmer in her event
the world has ever seen, despite being the same age as many DHSB students.
He added, “Not everyone will progress to be a world champion but it is important to reach your potential.”

